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The story so far
In episode one of this saga we learned that

our hero had set out with plans to make a few models
of the famous Boeing 747 airliner.  He had collected
some kits and some decals and had made mighty
plans about what to do with them.  However, he got
excited and carried away with this project and ended
up with a plan to make many more 747 models than

it is fit for any human to want to make.
By the conclusion of the first episode our

hero had just completed the first of his models, a
Boeing 747-100 in Pan American livery and was
about to embark upon the second model of the series,
a Qantas Boeing 747-200.

Now read on:

Qantas Boeing 747-200

VH-EBA was the first of four Boeing 747-
200s ordered by Qantas in June 1969.  It entered
service with that airline in September 1971.  At one
time Qantas was the only airline in the world to fly
only Boeing 747s, of which it had 17.

This model was made using an old Revell kit
with Two-Six and Hawkeye decals.  The only visible
difference between a 747-100 and a 747-200 is the
number of windows on the upper deck, and decals
take care of that little difference.  The kit is made
more or less straight out of the box apart from a

couple of things.  The first is trying to do something
about the fat leading edges on the wings which are
far too thick to represent the real thing.  I did this by
using a very coarse wet-and-dry sandpaper and
removing as much above and below the leading edge
as I dares and then removing all the damage to the
plastic with a number of increasingly fine papers
until the result looks at least a little reasonable.

The other work is to replace the spikes on the
wingtips which are represented in the kit by thick
plastic rods.  Not only are they too thick to look

realistic, they are fragile
and get knocked off
very easily - as I
learned in making the
747-100.  The solution
was found in the local
supermarket where I
saw a selection of
darning needles that
were about the right
thickness.  I cut them



off to about the right length plus an inch or so and
then hacked away at the wing tips of the model with
a knife and file to make a groove wide enough to
lodge the needle in.  Then the application of lots of
superglue attached the needles to the plastic and
more superglue as filler to fair the spikes into the
wingtips.  The result is something much more
realistic and stronger than the kit plastic, but also
dangerous enough to stab yourself with as you work
on the model.  A bit of temporary padding over the
ends would have solved this problem, but I only
thought of that just now so my lack of thought then
meant the use of a few bandaids during the
completion of this model.

Apart from these points, there is nothing too
difficult in making this model, apart from the
painting, and that brings me to the unfortunate
business of masking.

In the good old days, before the invention of
titanium dioxide white paint, most airliners were
polished metal all over.  Most airliners also had black
deicing boots which means that modellers making
aeroplanes of this period only have to worry about
bare metal and matt black finishes.  Some airlines
also put a decorative streak down the side of the
fuselage but most airlines only had their name
painted down the sides of the fuselage above the
windows.  So, painting the finish of an airliner model
from that period is fairly easy.

When the new titanium dioxide white paint
became available in the 1950s airlines began
applying it over the top halves of their airliner
fuselages to reflect sunlight and keep the heat down
inside the fuselage.  Somewhere along the line the
companies making airliners began painting the wings

of their products in a protective coating, usually grey
and, to make life even more complex for modellers,
when jets began coming into service their wing boxes
were usually painted in a protective coating called
corogard, which is a kind of metallic finish.  By the
time that Qantas began flying 747s the black deicing
boots had disappeared (which is a bit of a blessing to
modellers) but their fuselages where gloss white on
top and polished aluminium below.  Their wings had
polished metal leading edges with corogard spar box
panels with the rest painted light grey, with polished
metal engine pylons.  This makes modelling such
airliners more challenging.

Since all these finishes have to be smooth and
gleaming and the demarkations between the different
colours has to be sharp and straight, they can’t be
hand painted.  That means a lot of airbrushing, and
that means masking,.  This is usually the point in
most airliner modelling projects when I find
something more interesting to do, such as weeding in
the garden or watching those advertising channels on
the television selling ab blasters or steam mops.  I
usually only get back to that model when I’ve
forgotten how tedious all that masking is.  I might
come back to this hideous subject of masking and
describe how this is done later on.

Suffice it to say now that the result of these
struggles was, in this case, a model that represents
VH-EBA, the first Qantas 747-200.  (My suspicion is
that the decals create VH-EAB as it appeared when
it was pushed out of the factory in Seattle.)  Apart



from the various shades on the engines, this model
has gloss white on top, Tamiya TS-26 Pure White
over a white base.  The rest of the fuselage is Tamiya
TS-83 Metallic Silver, several coats that are polished
up with micromesh.  The tail is Tamiya TS-8 Italian

Red and the rest of the airframe is Boeing Grey as
devised by my friendly automotive paint shop.  I
cheated when it came to the corogard wing panels
and used Liveries Unlimited decals. These are very
big and require some care in applying them.

Australia Asia Boeing 747SP

Both the airline and the airliner were a little
unusual so perhaps a couple of comments on them.

Australia Asia was a wholly owned subsidiary
of Qantas Airways which was established specially to
fly a service between Australia and Taiwan.  This
was necessary because the People’s Republic of
China objected to national airlines flying to the island
which the Chinese regarded as a breakaway province.
Other flag carrying airlines such as British Airways,
Air France and KLM established similar airlines for
the same purpose.  Australia Asia operated only three
airliners, two Boeing 747SPs and one Boeing 767

which came from the Qantas fleet, and flew between
1990 and 1996.

The Boeing 747SP (Special Performance)
was a modification of the original 747-100/200
airliner.  It had a shortened fuselage and modified
wings which reduced its weight which gave it greater
range.  They could, for example, fly direct from the
West Coast of North America to Australia’s east
coast and were the first airliners to do so.  Qantas
flew two of them, initially on that route.  From 1989
the introduction of the Boeing 747-400 gave similar
performance with a full passenger load so only 45



747SPs were eventually manufactured.
My original plan was to convert one of my

747-100 kits into a 747SP but the more I looked at it
the more challenging the project became.  The other
problem was that the two Qantas 747SPs were fitted
with Rolls Royce engines which I would have to buy
from an after market maker as well.  So, in the end,
it seemed simpler, and not much more expensive, to
buy a special 747SP kit than go to all the trouble.

The only 747SP kit that I know of is made by
Welsh Models, and comes with various decal options
including one for Qantas.  However, since I wanted
to make the model in Australia Asia colours I used
the Hawkeye decal sheet instead.  Welsh Models
began making purely vacform kits and these days
offer kits that usually have vacformed fuselage
halves and everything else in pressure formed resin.
The 747SP kit had, however, vacformed wings as
well simply because they were too big to offer any
other way.  This is not a kit that I would recommend
to most modellers, but if you want to make a half
way decent 747SP it is really the only option.

Modellers with a little experience making
vacform kits will find the process of liberating the
fuselage and wing parts from their plastic sheet
simple but tedious.  After that comes the challenges.
For example, the 747 undercarriage is fairly
complicated and there is a specially formed resin part
designed to fit into the lower fuselage to carry the
undercarriage.  The kits instructions, such as they are,
offer no hint about how to do this so I invented my

own way using dollops of Selleys Knead It to create
anchor points.  Being such a big model I had to make
jigs to set the correct angle and sweep-back on the

wings and then to fix the undercarriage in place so
the whole thing sat square on its wheels.  At times I
was so frustrated by the whole process - and the kit’s
refusal to do what I wanted it to do without letting it
hear some colourful harsh language - that I was
tempted to show it the rubbish bin.  But the kit was
not cheap so I struggled through the whole process in
a state of elevated exasperation.  However, the result
isn’t so bad after all..

In the Next Episode
I attempt the rarely achieved feat of

transplanting parts between two different kits as I
successfully create two models never before seen,
Boeing 747-300 and a Boeing 747-400F


